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Cake mania 3

Top reviews Latest Top Reviews Disaster has struck on the eve of Jill's wedding day and it's up to you to save the ceremony! Some of Jill's guests have been transported through time to historical periods around the world. Travel with Jill from ancient Egypt, revolutionary France and to an unknown future
where anything is possible. Help her work her cake-making magic in each location to get herself and her guests back before the ceremony begins! Full screen Não Funciona. Já tentei mudar a compatibilidade e nada! o Full Screen Não funciona!!!!!!!!!! 28 Jun, 2017 @ 2:18 PM General Discussion
GENRE: Cooking Time Management Time Management Travel through time to ensure Jill's wedding goes without a hitch. PC DiscNintendo DS Cartridge Cake Mania 3 is the third installment of the Cake Mania game series. It was released for PC August 29, 2008 and later available for Nintendo DS.
Content[show] Gameplay Edit As in previous games, the players control Jill. Players move her around the kitchen to bake, frost, and top cakes per customer orders. Earning enough profit, players can upgrade the machines in the kitchen to go faster and buy shoes that help Jill get around just as quickly.
Plot Edit As Jill prepares for her long-awaited wedding day, disaster strikes when a mysterious time bender crashes to the ground and shatters to pieces. As Jill's family and friends rush to retrieve the scattered shards, they are suddenly sent through time! Now, to ensure her wedding goes off without a



hitch, Jill herself must travel to remote periods in time and work her cake-making magic on a wide range of locals to get herself and her guests back before the ceremony begins! Bakeries Edit Dino Desserts Cake Fu Dessert Oasis Fairy Cake Le Boulangerie Future Cakes Customers Edit Unlike the
customers in one of the games in the series, the characters all remain within their time period. However, they all come together for one of the stages of the game. It is as it follows ... Dino Desserts Edit T-Rex Female T-Rex Ballerina Triceratops Monkeys Purple Monkeys Cavemen Cake Fu Edit Emperor
Concubine General Yellow Dragons Green Dragons Opera Stars Dessert Oasis Edit Pharaoh Queen Horus Anubis Water Bearer Mummies Fairy Cake Edit Merlin Robin Hood Fairies Witch Green Witch Man dressed as Unicorn Le Boulangerie Edit Marie Antoinette Red Marquis Executioner Hunchback
Napoleon Future Cakes Edit * All the above Bonus Packs each with new customers and levels. Evans' Bakery Edit The only free bonus packs and takes place in Jill's grandparents' bakery. Karavay Edit This special bakery takes place in medieval Russia. However, it comes with a small price to play it.
Westward Edit The bakery is located in the Wild Like the Karavay special, a fee must be paid to play it. Trivia Editing This is the only game with a time-traveling theme. It is the only game in which a player can adjust Clothing. Clothing.
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